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I. INTRODUCTION

Unlike in America, where there has been a substantial decrease in the
incidence of spectator racism at sporting events over the last thirty years,
racially motivated incidents still occur frequently at European soccer
matches. 1 The prevalence of racist abuse varies from match to match, but
at times it can get quite brutal. In one famous episode, Spanish fans pelted
Cameroonian player Samuel Eto'o with bottles as he prepared to take a
corner kick, and made ape sounds at him every time he touched the ball.
After enduring this abuse for most of the game, Eto'o finally snapped and
threatened to walk off the field in protest, despite the fact that there was
still nearly fifteen minutes to play. Eventually, he was talked out of doing
so by players from both teams,3 but in interviews after the game,
Ronaldinho, Eto's teammate and arguably the finest player in the world,
revealed that had Eto'o left the field, he would have followed him.4
Unfortunately, the abuse of Eto'o was hardly an isolated event. In
another incident, Spanish spectators threw bananas at Cameroonian
goalkeeper Carlos Kameni.5 At the same time, other fans used bullhorns
to taunt Kameni for going to the press to complain about previous racist
abuse he had endured.6 What made this abuse particularly galling,
however, was that it did not come from opposing fans, but instead from
supporters of Kameni's own team.7
The problems of spectator racism are hardly just a Spanish problem.
The racist chants of Italian fans in Milan caused Ivorian defender Marc

1. ESPN Sportscenter:Beautiful Game Turned Ugly (ESPN television broadcast June 4,
2006), availableat http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W-iRLmaZf4A [hereinafterBeautifulGame
Turned Ugly]. But see Phoebe Weaver Williams, Performing in a Racially HostileEnvironment,
6 MARQ. SPORTS L.J. 287, 287 n.2 (1996) (detailing the prevalence of fan racism in America).
2. Sid Lowe, Eto 'o on Verge of Walking Off After RacistAbuse at Zaragoza,TELEGRAPH,
Feb. 27,2006, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/main.jhtml?xml=/sport/2006/02/27/sfinrac27.xml
3. Id.
4. Id.
5. Beautiful Game Turned Ugly, supra note 1.
6. Id.
7. See id. The abuse can hardly be blamed on the quality of Kameni's play; he was named
the African Goalkeeper of the Year in 2006/07. See Jon Carter, African Nations Cup 2008
ESPNSoccernet, Jan. 14, 2008, http://soccemet.espn.go.com/columns/story?id=488562&root global&&cc=5901.
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Zoro to break down in tears during the middle of a game.' Croatian fans
have been known to form human swastikas in the stands. 9 Dutch fans have
hung banners suggesting that African players should go "to a banana tree"
instead of playing.'0 In short, fans from virtually every country in Europe
have engaged in some type of racist or anti-Semitic abuse."' Despite the
efforts of European soccer authorities, the problem has shown no signs of
abating.' 2
Because of soccer's inability to eliminate spectator racism, the
European Union (EU) has expressed an increased interest in enacting
measures to combat such abuse. Traditionally, the EU has stayed out of
sports-related issues and deferred to the judgment of the organizations that
run European sports. 13 Since 1995, however, the EU has shown an
increased willingness to challenge the rules and practices of sports
organizations when they affect important Community principles,14 such as
the protection of human rights. 5 Therefore, it should be of little surprise
that the EU is considering whether to take action to combat spectator
racism in soccer.
As a practical matter, however, the EU's power is limited. Under the
current treaty system, the EU has no direct authority over sport. Therefore,
before it can act, the EU must identify a provision in one of its treaties that
authorizes it to take the desired action. Article 13 EC of the Treaty of
Amsterdam, however, authorizes the EU to take measures designed to
eliminate racial discrimination; 6 therefore, Article 13 EC could be
interpreted to permit the EU to enact measures to combat spectator racism.

8. Zoro Suffers More Racist Abuse, BBC SPORT, Nov. 27, 2005, http://news.bbc.co.uk/
sport2/hi/football/africa/4476412.stm.
9. Mark Irwin, Nasty CroatsForm Swastika, THE SUN, Oct. 10, 2006, http://www.thesun.
co.uk/sob/homepage/sport/football/article66475.ece.
10. Racist Banner Mars Match, FOoTBALL AGAINST RACISM IN EUROPE (FARE), Feb. 17,
2005, http://www.farenet.org/default.asp?intPageID=7&intArticlelD=463.
11. EuropeanUnion DistressedbyPre-WorldCupRacism,(National Public Radio broadcast,
June 4, 2006), availableat http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyld=5450741.
12. See id.
13. See Stratis Camatsos, EuropeanSports, The TransferSystem and CompetitionLaw: Will
They,Ever Finda Competitive Balance, 12 SPORTS LAW. J. 155, 155 (2005) (explaining that in the
past few years, "there has been increased judicial and legal analysis of [soccer] and its rules").
14. Ken Foster, EuropeanLaw and Football:Who's in Charge?, 1 SOCCER& Soc'Y 39, 3940(2000).
15. Activities of the European Union: Human Rights, http://europa.eu/pol/rights/indexen.
htm (last visited Oct. 11, 2008).
16. Treaty of Amsterdam Amending the Treaty on European Union, the Treaties Establishing
the European Communities and Certain Related Acts, Oct. 2, 1997, 1997 O.J. (C 340) 1 [hereinafter
Treaty of Amsterdam].
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This Article argues that it is both necessary and proper to use Article 13
EC as a basis for EU action, and assesses the likely components of an EU
anti-spectator racism instrument.
Part II of this Article provides a brief overview of the governing
structure of European soccer, as well as the anti-racism measures adopted
at each level. Part 1I1 examines the history of the EU's involvement in
sports as a whole, and details that body's increased willingness to address
problems in soccer, including spectator racism. Part IV details the
components of Article 13 EC, which prohibits discrimination on the basis
of race, as well the free movement and equal rights provisions that could
potentially serve as the basis for any EU action on this topic. This part also
assesses the likelihood that each provision will actually be used to produce
spectator anti-racism legislation. Part V proposes that the EU enact
legislation enabling the Member States to impose stiffer penalties for
teams whose fans behave in a racist manner. This Article concludes with
an assessment of the criticisms most likely to be leveled at the proposed
EU instrument and argues that those criticisms are unwarranted.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE GOVERNING STRUCTURE OF EUROPEAN
SOCCER AND THE EFFORTS MADE TO ELIMINATE
SPECTATOR RACISM AT EACH LEVEL

European soccer is organized in a pyramidal structure. 7 The Union of
European Football Associations (UEFA), which resides at the top of the
pyramid, is the most powerful body in European soccer.'" UEFA is
composed of national associations, which form the next level of the
organizational pyramid. The national associations, each of which is
responsible for organizing soccer in its own country, typically organize
individual clubs into leagues, which comprise the third level of the
pyramid. 9 At the bottom of the organizational pyramid are clubs, which
field the teams that contest the vast majority of the matches played in
Europe."0 Each of these levels of governance, as well as their efforts to
combat spectator racism, is detailed below.

17. JOSE Luis ARNAUT, INDEPENDENT EUROPEAN SPORT REVIEW 2006, at 57 (2006),
http://www.independentfootballreview.com/doc/Full_ReportEN.pdf [hereinafter EUROPEAN SPORT
REvIEw].

18. UEFA Organisation, http://www.uefa.com/uefa/aboutuefa/index.html (last visited Nov.
2, 2008).
19. EUROPEAN SPORT REVIEW, supra note 17, at 57.
20. Id. The remaining European games are played between national teams, which are
typically selected by national associations.
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A. UEFA: EuropeanSoccer's Governing Body
The most powerful entity in European soccer is UEFA, European
soccer's governing body.2" Membership in UEFA is open to all national
football associations located on the continent of Europe.22
UEFA is empowered to "promote football in Europe in a spirit of
peace, understanding and fair play, without any discrimination on account
of politics, gender, religion, race, or any other reason."23 Therefore, UEFA
is authorized to impose punishments on clubs or national associations that
do not eliminate spectator racism. As such, UEFA's Disciplinary
Regulations provide that any national association or club whose supporters
engage in racist behavior at a UEFA competition will be fined a minimum
of CHF 30,000 (approximately $25,000).24 The Disciplinary Regulations
also allow UEFA to impose additional sanctions, such as closing the
offending team's stadium, requiring a match to be forfeited, or
disqualifying a team from competition as the circumstances require.25
At first glance, the penalties available to UEFA appear severe. History,
however, suggests that UEFA only threatens serious punishment rather
than actually imposing it. For example, in August 2007, one of the first
cases after the enactment of the UEFA's new Regulations, a team whose
supporters racially abused an African-American player, DaMarcus
Beasley, was only fined the minimum amount. 26 The Beasley incident can
hardly be considered inconsistent with UEFA's treatment of racism as a
whole; to date, the record punishment the organization has handed down
for spectator racism by itself is just £70,000 (about $110,000 at the
time).27 Consequently, the weakness28 of the sanctions that have been

21. UEFA Organisation, supra note 18.
22. UEFA STATUTES: RULES OF PROCEDURE OF CONGRESS art. 5 (2007),
http://www.uefa.com/newsfiles/1 9081 .pdf.
23. Id.art. 2.
24. UEFA DISCIPLINARY REGULATIONS art. I I bis(2) (2006), http://www.uefa.
com/newsfiles/19066.pdf.
25. Id.
26. UEFA Fine FC Zeta for Racist Abuse, Sept. 28, 2007, http://www.kickoutbigotry.org/
index.php?n=144. Both Beasley and his teammate were subjected to monkey noises during the
game. See Rangers Welcome Inquiry by UEFA, BBC SPORT, Aug. 8, 2007, http://news.bbc.co.uk/
sport2/hi/football/teams/r/rangers/6934106.stm.
27. England Escape Ground Closure, BBC SPORT, May 2, 2003, http://news.bbc.co.uk/
sport2/hi/football/intemationals/england/2989277.stm. In October 2008, UEFA fined a Spanish
club an even greater amount and required the team's stadium to be closed for three games, but the
penalty was the product of a number of violations, not solely the racist behavior of the team's fans.
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handed down has led some players to speculate that UEFA is simply
unwilling to take the action necessary to combat the problem.29
In addition to its efforts to deter racial abuse, UEFA has taken
proactive measures to eliminate fan racism. The effectiveness of these
measures, however, has been questioned as well." For example, UEFA
typically endorses an annual "Action Week," during which it unfurls
banners condemning racism at its competitions and encourages teams to
make announcements denouncing racism at the beginning of its matches.3
Similar programs taken up at the national level, however, have not reduced
racism. 32 Alternatively, UEFA has also thrown its support behind its "tenpoint plan," which provides clubs with a list of ameliorative measures to
combat racism.3 Among the plan's major suggestions are that clubs make
affirmative statements condemning racist chanting and that clubs take
disciplinary action against fans who engage in racist abuse.3 4 Compliance
with this plan, however, is entirely voluntary.35 Because UEFA does not
have jurisdiction over games organized by a single national association,36
teams that are not entered in European competition may have little or no

See Atletico Dealt Three-Match Stadium Band, Oct. 14, 2008, http://www.uefa.com/uefa/
keytopics/kind=512/newsid=761348.html.
28. In another recent incident, UEFA fined the Lithuanian federation only $12,000 after
Lithuanian fans unfurled a racist banner during a game against France. UEFA FinesLithuaniafor
Racist Posterat EuropeanQualifier,BBC SPORT, June 9, 2007, http://www.novinite.com/view_
news.php?id=81668 [hereinafter UEFA FinesLithuania].
29. Spain Finedfor Racist Chanting, BBC SPORT, Dec. 21, 2004, http://news.bbc.co.uk/
sport2/hi/footbal/intemationals/4110135.stm (quoting the spokesperson of a prominent anti-racism
campaign group as saying the penalty "is no worse than a slap on the wrist"). In another recent
incident, UEFA fined the Lithuanian federation only $12,000 after Lithuanian fans unfurled a racist
banner during a game against France. UEFA Fines Lithuania,supra note 28.
30. See, e.g., Anti-Racism Activities Ahead of Tonight's Game, PSV NL, Oct. 23, 2007,
http://english.psv.nl/web/show/id=58980/contentid=21868.
31. Id.
32. YVES PALLADE ET AL., ANTISEMITISM AND RACISM IN EUROPEAN SOCCER 7 (May 2007),
available at http://www.ajcgermany.org/atf/cf/%7B46AEE739-55DC-4914-959AD5BC4A99OF8D%7D/DB%2ORacism%20in%20European%2Soccer%20-%20for°/o20ajc.pdf
(explaining that after a racist incident in Italy, all Italian league games were delayed 5 minutes so
that players could display an anti-racism banner; however, at the next game between the teams
involved in the first incident, the same player was abused again).
33. UEFA Backs Anti-Racism Plan, UEFANEws, Oct. 10, 2002, http://www.uefa.com/uefa/
news/kind= 128/newsid=37750.html.
34. Id.
35. Id.
36. See Ferdinand Blasts UEFA Over Racism, Mar. 14, 2006, http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport2/
hi/football/teams/m/manutd/4805072.stm.
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incentive to comply with the program. Therefore, the effectiveness of
UEFA's proactive measures may be limited as well.
B. NationalAssociations
After UEFA, national associations are the most influential governing
body in European soccer.3 7 Generally speaking, each national association
governs soccer in its own country.38 One of the primary duties of a
national association is to oversee the leagues in which the country's clubs
play.39 Unsurprisingly, many national associations also have anti-racism
rules that hold club teams accountable for ensuring that fans do not engage
in racist behavior.4" The penalties imposed by national associations,
however, have traditionally been small. For example, the Spanish national
association fined a team with notoriously racist supporters only $7,000
after one recent incident in which fans threw bananas at an African-born
player.41 Similarly, the German football federation imposed a fine of only
$1,465 on a club whose fans made a racially motivated physical attack on
an opposing player.42 Therefore, while national associations have the
authority to discipline teams, history suggests that, like UEFA, they have
been unwilling to impose severe penalties on offending clubs.
C. Leagues
National associations typically divide club teams into separate leagues
in order to facilitate competition.43 Typically, the leagues rely on the
national associations to impose discipline on offending clubs, as the
national associations tend to be solely responsible for administering
disciplinary sanctions.' Consequently, leagues tend to assume a smaller

37. EUROPEAN SPORT REVIEW, supra note 17, at 57.
38. See, e.g., TheFA.Com, Rules and Regulations, http://www.thefa.com/TheFA/
RulesAndRegulations/ (last visited Nov. 2, 2008) (explaining that the English Football
Association's role is to ensure "that the rules and regulations concerned with running football in
England are observed by officials, clubs and players off the pitch as well as on it").
39. EUROPEAN SPORT REVIEW, supra note 17, at 57.
40. See id. at 92.
41. Atletico Finedfor Kameni Abuse, BBC SPORT, Dec. 21, 2005, http://news.bbc.co.uk/
sport2/hi/football/afiica/4549114.stm.
42. PALLADE ET AL., supra note 32, at 5.
43. EUROPEAN SPORT REVIEW, supra note 17, at 57.
44. See TheFA.Com, The Football Association, http://www.thefa.com/TheFA/
TheOrganisation/ (last visited Nov. 2, 2008) (detailing the responsibilities of the English national
association).
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role in the fight against spectator racism than the other components of the
organizational pyramid.
D. Clubs
At the base of European soccer's organizational structure are clubs.45
In addition to fielding a team, clubs are responsible for ensuring the safety
of players and spectators at matches.46 Like UEFA and the national
associations, clubs have utilized punitive methods to deter spectator
racism. For instance, many clubs have barred racist fans from entering
their stadiums. 47 The clubs' ability to detect such behavior, however, is
often limited by their inability to determine which fans are involved. In
this regard, some clubs rely on stewards to identify offending spectators.
Recent research suggests, however, that these security guards are unlikely
to stop racist fans.4' Alternatively, many teams have installed electronic
surveillance systems to aid in the identification process, but the utility of
these methods has been questioned as well, because most cameras lack the
audio capacity required to identify which individuals are involved in racist
chanting.49
Some clubs have looked beyond imposing punitive measures on
offending fans, and have instead attempted to take proactive steps to
reduce spectator racism. For example, many clubs have anti-discrimination
policies that prohibit supporters from communicating racial harassment
and abuse.5" In conjunction with such policies, a number of individual
players have openly expressed their support for third-party educational
programs, such as Show Racism the Red Card,5 which are designed to

45. EUROPEAN SPORT REVIEW, supra note 17, at 57.
http://www.thefa.com/GrassrootsNew/
46. See TheFA.com, Charter Standards,
CharterStandard/Postings/2007/03/CSdownloads.htm (last visited Nov. 2, 2008).
47. See, e.g., Life Ban for Racist Football Fan, BBC SPORT, Apr. 13, 2007,
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk news/england/south_yorkshire/6551167.stm (explaining that a fan
caught abusing the opposing team's goalkeeper was immediately ejected from the stadium and
banned for life).
48. Jon Garland & Michael Rowe, PolicingRacism at FootballMatches: An Assessment of
Recent Developments in PoliceStrategies, 27 INT'L J. Soc. L. 251, 256 (1999).
49. Id. at 258-59. In one reported case, the police spent £45,000 to obtain audio and video
surveillance on a single fan; due to this prohibitive expense, many clubs likely cannot afford to use
the advanced technology required to definitely tape spectator racism. See id. at 259.
50. See, e.g., Motherwell FC Supporters Charter, http://www.motherwellfc.co.uk/index.
php?option=comcontent&task=view&id--94&Itemid=40 (last visited on Oct. 13, 2008)
(explaining that the team has "an anti discrimination policy that lays out its commitment to
eliminate all discriminatory behaviour").
51. Show Racism the Red Card, http://www.srtrc.org/ (last visited Oct. 13, 2008).
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teach fans how to behave properly. These programs are often supported by
the clubs themselves.52 Despite widespread support, however, the overall
efficacy of these programs is inconclusive at best.53 Therefore, much like
UEFA and national associations, clubs' efforts to eliminate spectator
racism have been largely ineffective.
11. THE EU's INCREASING

WILLINGNESS TO GOVERN SPORT AND

SPECTATOR RACISM

Founded in the wake of World War II, Europe's oldest multinational
political organization,54 the Council of Europe, was founded primarily to
prevent future acts of war on the continent.55 In the past fifty years,
however, the goals of Europe's multinational organizations have
broadened considerably. As the events of the last decade indicate, the EU
in particular has expressed an increased willingness to assert jurisdiction
over sport even though no treaty provision expressly authorizes it to do so.
In 1995, the EU took its first major action with respect to sport in
Bosman. In Bosman, an out-of-contract 56 Belgian soccer player challenged
a rule that required his new team to pay a transfer fee to his old team on
the grounds that the requirement for payment impeded his right of free
movement.57 In analyzing Bosman's claim, the European Court of Justice
(ECJ) explained that the EU typically defers to the decisions of sports

52. See Show Racism the Red Card Educational Events and Workshops,
http://www.srtrc.org/event (last visited Oct. 13, 2008) (listing club-sponsored events).
http://www.srtrc.org/ for examples of this group's work.
53. GERARD LEMOS, THE SEARCH FOR TOLERANCE 14 (2005), http://www.jrf.org.uk/
bookshop/eBooks/1 859352855.pdf (noting that while the "Show Racism the Red Card" program
"had a beneficial impact on young people's understanding of racial prejudice," the study found that
the program had less impact on a child's willingness to challenge racist behavior in others).
54. See Sophie Lobey, The History, Role and Activities of the Council of Europe: Facts,
Figures and Information Sources, http://www.nyulawglobal.org/globalex/Council of Europe.
htm#A2 (last visited Oct. 13, 2008).
55. The History of the European Union: 1945-1959, http://europa.eu/abc/history/19451959/index en.htm (last visited Oct. 13, 2008).
56. An out-of-contract player is one who no longer has a valid, enforceable contract with his
or her team. In most American professional sports, these players would be free to sign with any
team they wish; under the rule challenged in Bosman, however, a new team was required to pay a
player's old team as compensation if the new team wanted to sign the player, despite the fact that
the new team technically had no enforceable contractual rights to that player. See Football Industry
Group, Fact-Sheet One: The Bosman Case, EU Law, and the Transfer System,
http://www.liv.ac.uk/footballindustry/bosman.html (last visited Oct. 13, 2008).
57. Case C-415/93, Union royale belge des socidtds de football association ASBL v. Bosman,
1995 E.C.R. 1-04921.
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governing bodies in many areas where EU law might otherwise apply. The
court further stated, however, that when sporting rules affect economic
activity (such as those that deal with the ability of professionals to obtain
future employment), then sport will be subject to scrutiny under
Community law.58 After applying EU legal principles, the ECJ concluded
that the rule that requires a new team to pay an original team for the rights
to an out-of-contract player is "likely to restrict the freedom of movement
of players who wish to pursue their activity in another Member State by
preventing or deterring them from leaving" their current clubs.59
Therefore, the rule was invalidated.6 °
Two years later, in 1997, the EU took another step toward asserting
jurisdiction over sport, as it included its first official reference to sport in
the Final Act to the Treaty of Amsterdam. The document falls well short
of giving the EU general jurisdiction over sport, yet it notes that sport
plays a significant role in European society, and called on the institutions
of the EU to "listen to sports associations when important questions
affecting sport are at issue."'"
At that time, much as today, a major issue facing soccer was spectator
racism. Therefore, especially given the proclamation from the Treaty of
Amsterdam, it is unsurprising that the EU chose the same year to get
involved with efforts to eliminate spectator racism in football.
Specifically, the EU granted £20,000 to a grass-roots anti-racism group,
which produced an anti-racism movie in which more than fifty
professional players discussed the effect of spectator racism on the game.62
The EU's funding for this matter was critical to its success. The extra
funds allowed the group to feature a number of prominent players, which
made the film more effective with young children.63
Two years later, the European Council, in a formal response to the
inclusion of sport in the Treaty of Amsterdam, invited the Commission to
prepare a report "with a view [toward] safeguarding current sports
structures and maintaining the social function of sport within the
Community."' The subsequent Commission report, entitled the Helsinki
Report, made several important observations. First, while acknowledging

58. Id.
59. Id.
60. Id.
61. Treaty of Amsterdam, supra note 16.
62. JON GARLAND & MICHAEL RowE, RACISM AND ANTI-RACISM IN FOOTBALL 61 (2001).
63. Id.
64. Reportfrom the Commission to the EuropeanCouncil: The Helsinki Report on Sport, at
3, COM (1999) 644 final (Dec. 10, 1999).
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that none of the EU's treaties specifically reference sport, the Commission
stressed that many aspects of EU law still applied to sporting
organizations." The Commission also explained, however, that despite the
EU's ability to reach some areas of sport under the existing treaty system,
the Community did not have the authority to implement any large-scale
sports intervention because of the lack of a treaty provision giving it direct
jurisdiction over athletics.66 Despite this limitation, the Commission went
on to explain that the EU still had an important role to play in the
administration of European sport, particularly when such intervention
could be conducted in a manner consistent with the Community's core
values.67 In this vein, the Commission observed that existing EU programs
could make use of sport in its efforts to combat racism since such action
would promote "social democracy."68
After receiving the Helsinki Report, the European Council promulgated
the Nice Declaration in 2000. The vast majority of the declaration merely
reiterated the Commission's conclusions: that sports organizations and the
individual Member States have primary control over sports, but that the
Community should make an effort to preserve the critical social role of
sport in Europe.69 With respect to racism and xenophobia, however, the
Council appeared reluctant to endorse the Community action endorsed by
the Commission. Instead of agreeing that the EU should take action, the
Council explained that sports federations (such as UEFA or the national
associations) should take the lead in formulating measures to combat
racism and xenophobia.7 ° Despite this apparent step back, however, the
Council left the door open for future EU action to address racism in
soccer, as it explained that the EU should continue to examine its policies
in order to ensure protection for the benefits of sport.7
In keeping with the Helsinki Report's focus on the social effects of
sport, two years later the European Monitoring Center on Racism and
Xenophobia (EUMC) released a report examining the extent to which fans

65. Id. at 6.
66. Id.
67. Id. at 5-6.
68. Id. at 5. Generally speaking, social democracy "is a political outlook that promotes
welfare of all citizens and prevents wide disparities among citizens." Furthermore, "social
democracy usually results in considerable control by government to address social inequalities."
See Arthur R. Pinto, Globalizationand the Study of ComparativeCorporateGovernance,23 WiS.
INT'L L.J. 477, 494 (2005).
69. European Council, The Nice Declaration,availablein EuROPEAN SPORT REVlEW, supra
note 17, at 141.
70. Id.at 142.
71. Id.at 144.
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used the Internet to make racist remarks about players. In the report, the
EUMC found that approximately eleven percent of the team-related web
sites they examined had at least some racist content, including several that
had strong racist themes.72 The EUMC concluded that this percentage was
significant because it believed that the expression of online racism was
likely to mirror the abuse expressed in stadiums.73 In addition to its
findings, the study also made a key observation. It noted that the countries
with individual laws prohibiting online racism had been the most effective
at eliminating racism on fan sites.74 Therefore, the EUMC suggested that
a resolution be passed at the European level that would require all
countries to recognize the crime of spreading racist ideas through the
internet.75 Although not directly related to spectator racism, this suggestion
was significant, given that it marked the first time an EU institution had
suggested that the EU take specific action with respect to racist soccer
fans.76
Soon after the EUMC's report, the Member States moved toward
providing a firm basis for an EU spectator anti-racism action by including
a provision in the 2004 Constitutional Treaty that would have given the
EU competence over areas related to sport. Specifically, the Constitutional
Treaty would have allowed the EU to "contribute to the promotion of
European sporting issues" by "protecting the physical and moral integrity"
of citizens through the use of European laws to establish incentives for
Member State compliance.77 Despite being signed by the heads of
government in 2004, the Treaty is not effective because it has not been
ratified by all of the Member States.78 If ratified, however, this section will
allow the EU to protect the educational and social values in sport by taking
action to counter abuses in sport, especially those that cannot be
adequately dealt with at a national level.79

72. CARLO BALESTRI, RACISM, FOOTBALL AND THE INTERNET 6-7, available at
http://fra.europa.eu/fra/material/pub/football/Football.pdf (last visited Oct. 10, 2008).
73. Id. at 9.
74. Id. at 7-8.
75. Id. at 10.
76. See id. at 4 (stating that the report is the first time even research has been done in the
area).
77. Treaty Establishing a Constitution for Europe, art. 3-282, Oct. 29, 2004, 2004 O.J. (C
310) 1.
78. JEAN-CLAUDE PIRIS, THE CONSTITUTION OFEUROPE: A LEGALANALYSIS 7-9 (noting that
both France and the Netherlands have not ratified the Treaty, leaving it ineffective)
79. European Year of Education Through Sport: Mid-term Review as Sport Gets Its Place
in the Constitution (June 22, 2004), http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=
IP/04/774&format=HTML&aged=0&Ianguag e=EN&guiLanguage=en (last visited Oct. 11,2008).
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Finally, in 2006, the EU took its first formal action with respect to
spectator racism when the European Parliament issued a declaration
strongly condemning fan racism in soccer.8" Using the increasing number
of racist incidents as an impetus for its action, the declaration noted that
Article 13 of the EC Treaty provides that one of the main objectives of the
EU is to prevent discrimination based on racial or ethnic origin, and that
according to ECJ jurisprudence, football players, like all other workers
have a right to a racism-free work environment.81 Therefore, Parliament
used the declaration to call on UEFA to punish national associations and
club teams whose fans continually engage in racist abuse.8" In addition, the
declaration expressed Parliament's support for a program that would allow
referees to stop matches marred by racial abuse.83 Unfortunately, the
declaration had no authority to change existing law. 84 Nevertheless,
Parliament's action is significant because it marks the first time that a
major EU institution has specifically addressed the issue of spectator
racism with a formal legal instrument.
Also in 2006, the ECJ continued its extension of free market law into
the world of sports through its decision in Meca-Medina.In Meca-Medina,
two suspended swimmers challenged their suspensions for the use of
performance-enhancing drugs on the basis that the suspensions violated
the free movement provisions embodied in Articles 39 and 49 EC."
Reaffirming its holding in Bosman, the ECJ explained that professional
sports are generally required to comply with the provisions of EU law
when sport involves economic activity.8 6 The ECJ went on to refine this
holding slightly. It noted that although most sports rules probably have
some tangible economic effect, certain rules, such as the anti-doping rule
in this case, were based predominantly on legitimate, non-economic
grounds (such as ensuring the fairness of the game) and were therefore
consistent with EU law. 87 This narrow exception articulated by the court

80. Declaration of the European Parliament on Tackling Racism in Football, Parliament
Declaration P6TA(2006)0080 (2006).
81. Id.
82. Id.
83. Id.
84. See DAMIAN CHALMERS ET AL., EUROPEAN UNION LAW 137 (2006) (explaining that
declarations are generally considered "soft law," as they have "no legally binding force but which
nevertheless may have practical effects").
85. Case C-519/04 P,Meca-Medinav. Comm'n, 2006 E.C.R. 1-06991.
86. Id.
(explaining that "purely sporting rules have never been excluded generally by the
87. See id.
Court of Justice from the scope of the provisions of the Treaty." Id.at *14. And, that "the
provisions of Community law concerning freedom of movement for persons and freedom to
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is critical because it raises the possibility that if a player were to challenge
the weak punishment rules currently in place for spectator racism as being
an obstacle to the free movement of services, the proponents of the rule
would have to justify the leniency of its punishments on legitimate, noneconomic grounds. This is something that UEFA and the national
associations may find very difficult to do given the robust economic health
of soccer as a whole.
Yet again in 2006, the UK Presidency of the EU released its
Independent European Sports Review, a report that was designed to look
at the implementation of the Nice Declaration.88 The report makes several
critical observations. First, it recognizes that in certain areas, the discretion
of sports organizers should be given extreme deference.89 In particular, the
report identifies the rules regulating the functioning of competitions, the
integrity of sport and competitive balance as those that should generally
be left to administrator discretion.90 Despite this deference, however, the
report suggests that there may be a role for the EU to play in the
governance of sport, particularly since racism and violence have flared up
in stadiums around Europe.9 ' Therefore, the report suggests that the EU
enact measures to harmonize the Member States' approach to hooliganism
(and other issues related to fan violence).92 Furthermore, the report
explains that both UEFA and the national associations should enact stricter
rules designed to deter racist behavior, and that those parties should
cooperate with the EU to ensure safety and security in football stadiums
around Europe.93
Building off the momentum from this report, in 2007 the Commission
made its first proposal to deal with sport-specific issues in its 2007 White
Paper on Sport.94 The White Paper deals with a wide range of sports
issues. With respect to spectator racism, the Commission explains that the
EU should look at the possibility of enacting new legal instruments to

provide services do not preclude rules or practices justified on non-economic grounds which relate
to the particular nature and context of certain sporting events"). Later in the opinion, the ECJ
reiterated that "the mere fact that a rule is purely sporting in nature does not have the effect of
removing from the scope of the Treaty the person engaging in the activity governed by that rule or
the body which has laid it down." Id.
88. EUROPEAN SPORT REVIEW, supra note 17, at 21.
89. Id.at 31.
90. Id.at 32-33, 53.
91. Id.at 147.
92. Id.at 129, 132.
93. EUROPEAN SPORT REVIEW, supra note 17, at 136.
94. Commission White Paperon Sport, at 2, COM (2007) 391 final (July 11, 2007).
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prevent misbehavior at sporting events, including spectator racism.95 The
Commission did not, however, propose a legal basis for such action.96 In
the White Paper,the Commission also suggests that existing educational
programs regarding fan violence should be examined and that the EU
should provide support for successful programs.97 Much like Parliament's
Directive, the White Paper creates no binding legal duties. It is
nevertheless significant because the Commission uses white papers to
make proposals for Community action.98 Therefore, the White Paper
suggests that the Community may be prepared to take formal action to
eliminate spectator racism in soccer.
IV. POSSIBLE AVENUES FOR EU ACTION ON RACISM IN SOCCER
After the issuance of the White Paperon Sport, the EU appears poised
to take action to curtail spectator racism at soccer matches. The EU,
however, does not have general lawmaking authority; rather, it only has
competence in areas where it has been granted jurisdiction by treaty.99
Unfortunately, no EU treaty expressly provides the EU with jurisdiction
over sport. However, if the EU could locate a generally-applicable section
in one of its treaties that could be interpreted as applying to sport, it would
be able to take action to eliminate spectator racism. Four major legal
provisions could potentially give the EU jurisdiction over this matter:
Article 39 EC (ensuring the free movement of workers), Article 13 EC
(general anti-discrimination), the European Convention on Human Rights
and the Charter of Fundamental Rights.' 0 Each of these four potential
95. Id. at 8.
96. Id.
97. Id. at 8-9.
98. Europa Glossary White Paper, http://europa.eu/scadplus/glossary/whitepaperen.htm
(last visited Oct. 11, 2008).
99. Treaty Establishing the European Community art. 5, Nov. 10, 1997, 1997 O.J. (C 340)
3 [hereinafter EC Treaty].
100. EC Treaty arts 39, 13; Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, openedfor signature, Nov. 4, 1950, EUROP. T.S. No. 005 [hereinafter ECHR]; Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, Dec. 18, 2000, 2000 O.J. (C 364) 1. If Article 95
EC were to be given an extremely broad interpretation, perhaps it too could serve as the basis for
EU action in this area. In pertinent part, Article 95 EC permits "[tlhe Council ... [to] adopt the
measures for the approximation of the provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative
action in Member States which have as their object the establishment and functioning of the internal
market." EC Treaty art. 95(1). Therefore, at least initially, it appears that if spectator racism can
be proven to have an effect on the internal market, Article 95 EC could potentially serve as the
basis for EU action. However, the other provisions ofthe article, as well as its judicial interpretation
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bases will be analyzed.
A. Free Movement of Workers
The free movement of workers is "one of the fundamental freedoms
guaranteed by Community law."'' The pertinent part of the treaty that
ensures the freedom of movement for workers mandates "the abolition of
any discrimination based on nationality between workers of the Member
States as regards employment, remuneration and other conditions of work
and employment."' 2 Free movement rights allow workers to accept offers
of employment actually made, to move freely within the Community for
the purpose of accepting work, and to stay in another Member State in
accordance with provisions governing the employment of nationals. 3
This right is not without exception. Free movement can be limited due to
public policy, public security or health grounds, and does not apply to
employment in the public service.'"
It might seem like a stretch to link an anti-racism plan to a treaty
provision aimed at ensuring free movement for workers, yet such action
may be rationalized by explaining that the failure of teams and national
associations to eliminate overt acts of spectator racism may make minority
players less likely to accept employment in a different country, thereby

likely preclude such an expansive reading of the treaty. For example, the next section of Article 95
EC, explicitly states that the previous section does "not apply... to [provisions related to] the free
movement of persons nor to those relating to the rights and interests of employed persons." EC
Treaty art. 95(2). However, the provisions relating to the free movement of workers are probably
one of the most likely ways to produce EU action in this area. See EC Treaty art. 39. Furthermore,
the ECJ has explained that measures based on Article 95(1) must genuinely have the object of
eliminating "appreciable" distortions in competition. See Case C-376/98, Germany v. Parliament
and Council, 2000 E.C.R. 1-8419 [hereinafter Tobacco Directive]. In other words, the EU cannot
allow other policies to "piggy-back" on to Article 95 by claiming the instrument is designed to
address a miniscule distortion in competition. CHALMERS ET AL., supranote 84, at 473. Given this
interpretation of Article 95 EC, under which the ECJ was unwilling to allow the EU to take
measures to deter the advertising of tobacco products (which is exactly the type of social policy,
like an anti-racism policy, which would seem likely to gamer widespread support), the likelihood
of Article 95 EC providing a sound legal basis for EU anti-racism action seems improbable at best.
See id. (noting that the ECJ was "unwilling to allow [Article 95] to be used... as a basis for a fullblown anti-tobacco policy"). Therefore, this Article does not include Article 95 EC within the
foregoing discussion.
101. European Commission, Free Movement of Workers and the Principle of Equal Treatment,
http://ec.europa.eu/employment_ social/free movement/indexen.htm (last visited Oct. 11,2008).
102. EC Treaty art. 39(2).
103. EC Treaty art. 39(3).
104. EC Treaty art. 39(3)-(4).
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acting as an obstacle to the exercise of their free movement rights.' °5 In
fact, this proposition appears to be supported by accounts from former
players, some of whom have explained that spectator racism played a
prominent role in their decision to turn down offers from foreign teams.'06
Therefore, there appears to be at least some modicum of objective
evidence that the EU could use to describe fan racism as an obstacle to
free movement.
The protection offered by Article 39 of the EC Treaty is appealing as
a basis for EU action for a number of reasons. First, as the plain text of
Article 39 indicates, protection is provided for "workers;" the ECJ has
interpreted this term broadly, in that both part-time and full-time workers
are considered protected.'0 7 Therefore, professional soccer players will
surely be considered "workers" under the terms of the article. Second, the
article has been interpreted as prohibiting both direct and indirect
discrimination, although indirect discrimination can be justified if there is
an objective reason for doing so.0 8 Given the practical ramifications of a
team or league openly supporting racism, it seems unlikely that a player
will ever be able to prove that crowd racism is an act of direct
discrimination. By prohibiting indirect discrimination as well, however,
it is conceivable that a league or team's inaction could be interpreted as
providing implicit support for such behavior and therefore, constitute a
violation of the article. Lastly, Article 39 EC may be particularly appealing
as a platform for anti-racism action because the treaty explicitly provides
that it can serve as the basis for Community action. Specifically, Article

105. Unfortunately, a recent search of the ECJ web site did not locate any cases in which
"indirect discrimination" was interpreted to include actions by third parties as opposed to
employers. One recent case, however, explained that Article 39 "prohibits not only overt
discrimination by reason of nationality but also all covert forms of discrimination which, by the
application of other distinguishing criteria, lead in fact to the same result." See Case C-237/94,
O'Flynn v. Ajudication Officer, 1996 E.C.R. 1-2617. The failure ofteams and national associations
to effectively eliminate fan racism, therefore, certainly seems like it could be interpreted to be the
type of "covert" discrimination that constitutes discriminatory treatment in violation of Article 39.
106. See Richie Moran, Racism in Football: A Victim's Perspective, in THE FUTURE OF
FOOTBALL: CHALLENGES FORTHE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 190, 190 (Jon Garland et al. eds., 2000)
(detailing the decision of British player Richie Moran's decision to quit soccer because of racism);
see also University of Leicester Center for the Sociology of Sport, Fact Sheet 6: Racism and
Football (June 2002), http://www.le.ac.uk/so/css/resources/factsheets/fs6.html (last visited Oct. 12,
2008) (detailing the decision of British player Dalian Atkinson's decision to leave his prominent
Spanish team after being subjected to racist abuse).
107. EC Treaty art. 39; Case 53/81, D.M. Levin v. Staatssecretaris van Justitie, 1982 E.C.R.
01035.
108. FREIDL WEISS & FRANK WOOLDRIDGE, FREE MOVEMENT OF PERSONS WITHIN THE
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 43 (Kluwer Law International 2002).
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40 EC explains that the Council can issue directives or make regulations
in order to ensure the free movement of workers in the Community."'
Historically, the Council has used this power to promulgate secondary
legislation, such as Directive 68/360.110 Therefore, at least initially, Article
39 EC may be an excellent provision upon which to base an EU spectator
racism action.
Despite this optimism, there would be three major problems if the EU
were to rely on Article 39 EC to give itself a legal basis to act. First, the
right of free movement for workers does not apply to persons who are not
nationals of an EU Member State."' Whether someone is considered a
national of a particular state is determined based on the law of that
country." 2 Although many European countries have given the term
"national" a broad reading by allowing descendants of nationals to be
considered nationals themselves," 3 these provisions would not appear to4
aid many of the targets of racial abuse: players of African descent."1
Therefore, if African players want to gain the protection of EU law, they
would be required to acquire dual citizenship in an EU country through the
naturalization process. Attaining dual citizenship is easier said than done.
Many countries require immigrants to reside in their "new" country for
five to ten years before they can obtain citizenship rights.l ' The length of
the residency requirement, particularly given the short length of most
professional athletes' careers, may prove to be a significant obstacle to
providing many minority players any type of protection.

109. EC Treaty art. 40.
110. WEISS & WOOLDRIDGE, supra note 108, at 41. In 2004, Directive 68/360, which had
abolished "restrictions on movement and residence within the Community for workers or Member
States and their families," was repealed when its contents were merged into Directive 2004/38/EC
in substantially the same form. See General Provisions for Movement and Residence of Workers
and Their Families (Feb. 28, 2004), http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/12301l a.htm (last visited
Oct. 12, 2008).
111. WEISS & WOOLDRIDGE, supra note 108, at 41.
112. See Case C-369/90, Micheletti v. Delegacion del Gobierno en Cantabria, 1992 E.C.R. I4239 (noting that "it is for each Member State, having due regard to Community law, to lay down
the conditions for the acquisition and loss of nationality").
113. See RALPH H. FOLSOM, PRINCIPLES OF EUROPEAN UNION LAW 131 (2005).
114. A number of black European players have been subjected to racist abuse by spectators.
See BeautifulGame Turned Ugly, supra note 1 (detailing French player Thierry Henry's battle with
fan racism). African players, such as Samuel Eto'o and Marc Zoro, whose stories were detailed
earlier in this Article, would not be protected by a change in EU law based on this provision. See
Lowe, supra note 2; see Zoro Suffers More Racist Abuse, supra note 8.
115. Michael A. Becker, ManagingDiversity in the European Union: Inclusive European
Citizenship and Third Country Nationals, 7 YALE HUM. RTS. & DEV. L.J. 132, 152 n. 109 (2004).
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Moreover, the plain language of the article only prohibits
discrimination on the basis of nationality." 6 It makes no mention of
discrimination based on race." 7 Although the difference between
nationality and race is often minimal (at least in the eyes of the public), as
a legal matter, it would be difficult for a black French player, for example,
to argue that the abuse he receives is based on his nationality rather than
his race. While it may be within the spirit of this provision to prevent
discrimination based on racism, the fact remains that the plain text does
not allow such an expansive interpretation.
Despite the fact that there is evidence to suggest that spectator racism
affects some players' willingness to play in a new country, the ECJ
decision in Germany v. Parliament and Council (Tobacco Directive)
seriously limits the EU's ability to use free movement provisions for such
broad purposes. 1 8 In Tobacco Directive, the EU enacted a directive
prohibiting various types of advertising for tobacco products." 9 The
Directive was based on a treaty provision responsible for protecting the
internal market. 2 ° However, in the case, the ECJ annulled the Directive,
which had been enacted pursuant to Article 95 EC. 2 ' The ECJ found that
the directive's primary purpose was to improve public health rather than
to protect the internal market.' 22 In other words, under the ECJ's case law,
an instrument enacted pursuant to Article 95 EC (and perhaps any other
market-based provision of the treaty by way of analogy) must actually
improve the conditions for the establishment of the internal market, rather
than serving as a basis for tangentially-related policy concerns.123
Arguably, any EU action with respect to spectator racism could be
distinguished from the EU action taken in the Tobacco Directive case in
two ways. First, unlike in the directive in that case, which was based on
Article 95 EC, this proposed action could be based on Article 39 EC. This
difference could be significant because Article 39 explicitly prohibits
discrimination, and therefore has at least some reference to social
concerns, while Article 95 EC appears focused solely on economic
matters.' 24 In other words, due to this difference, the ECJ could
conceivably require a higher quantum of proof of economic effect before
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.

See EC Treaty art. 39(2).
Seeid.
See Tobacco Directive, supra note 100.
Id.; Council Directive 98/43/EC, arts. 1, 3, 1998 O.J. (L 213 9.
See Tobacco Directive, supra note 100.
Id.
Id.
See CHALMERS ET AL., supra note 84, at 473.
See EC Treaty art. 95.
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allowing a provision under Article 95 EC than it would in review of an
instrument promulgated under Article 39 EC.This in turn might make it
easier for the EU to pass an anti-racism action under Article 39 EC. As a
practical matter, however, the Tobacco Directivecase has been heralded
by commentators as signaling the EU's intent to finally take "jurisdictional
boundaries seriously.' ' 25 If this is the case, the EU may have a very
difficult time basing this social policy on an economic treaty provision.
Alternatively, unlike in Tobacco Directive, where the directive
prohibited certain types of advertising and therefore did not actually
facilitate trade in tobacco products, any anti-racism action will facilitate
rather than prevent the free movement of services by eliminating
discriminatory treatment. Despite this distinction, however, the case
appears to limit the reach of the EU's free movement provisions to cases
in which there is an "appreciable" impact on competition. 126 While there
is some anecdotal evidence to suggest that fan racism has had an impact
on some individual players' decision to play or not play in a particular
country, it is likely that the EU would have to provide more evidence from
players who made similar decisions in order to show the requisite level of
impact on the free market. In other words, the EU would simply need to
provide more information on the effects of fan racism before the ECJ
would be likely to uphold the action. As it stands right now, however, such
legislation would almost certainly be struck down. Therefore, given these
problems, the EU may be better off relying on an alternative basis for
taking action with respect to spectator racism.
B. Anti-DiscriminationProvisions
Like the free movement provision detailed above, treaty provisions
prohibiting discrimination could also serve as the basis for an EU spectator
anti-racism instrument. In pertinent part, Article 13 EC provides that the
Council can take "appropriate action" to eliminate racial discrimination.' 27
The plain text of the article does not specify whether there are any limits
to the types of discrimination that the EU may address, other than to say
such action must be "within the limits of the powers" given to the

125. Mattias Kumm & Victor Ferreres Comella, The Primacy Clause of the Constitutional
Treaty andthe Futureof ConstitutionalConflict in the European Union, 3 INT'LJ. CONST. L. 473,
484 (2005).
126. See Tobacco Directive, supra note 100. The ECJ explained that such a requirement was
necessary to prevent the "unlimited" extension of Community powers into areas in which the EU
was not intended to have competence. See id.
127. EC Treaty art. 13(1).
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Community. 128 A procedural limitation to such action, however, is that
measures taken pursuant to Article 13 EC must be agreed upon
unanimously. 29 Despite this limitation, Article 13 EC has already served
as the basis for one important European Council anti-discrimination
measure: Directive 2000/43/EC (Race Directive). Therefore, Article 13 EC
may be a particularly promising provision upon which to base an antidiscrimination measure related to spectator racism.
The Race Directive, which was the first piece of binding Community
legislation designed to eliminate racial discrimination, 30 was enacted to
ensure that EU Member States respect the principle of equal treatment. 131
This principle requires Member States to eliminate discrimination based
on racial or ethnic origin, 132 including discrimination related to
employment.'33 Specifically, the directive prohibits three types of
discrimination: direct discrimination, indirect discrimination, and
harassment.134 Direct discrimination occurs when a person is treated less
favorably than another because of racial or ethnic origin.'35 In contrast,
indirect discrimination occurs when an apparently neutral provision puts
a person of a particular racial or ethnic origin at a disadvantage that cannot
be "objectively justified by a legitimate aim.' ' 136 Lastly, harassment is
considered discriminatory when it is racially motivated and is intended to
or has the effect of "violating the dignity of a person" or creates "an
137
intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment.'
Member States, however, have the option of applying their own definition
of harassment if they see fit.'38 Pursuant to this directive, Member States

128. Id.
129. CHALMERS ET AL., supra note 84, at 875.
130. Mark Bell, Beyond European Labor Law?, Reflections on the EU Racial Equality
Directive, 8 EUR. L.J. 384, 384 (2002).
131. Council Directive 2000/43, art. 1, 2000 O.J. (L 180) 22, 24 (EC).
132. Id. art. 2(1).
133. Council Directive 2000/78/, pmbl., 20000.. (L 303) 16, 16 (EC). This directive, which
prohibits employment discrimination, does not list race as a prohibited ground for discrimination;
however, this omission is explained by the fact that the Council considers racial employment
discrimination to already be prohibited by the Race Directive. Id.
134. Council Directive 2000/43/, art. 2, 2000 O.J. (L 180) 22, 24 (EC).
135. Id. art. 2(2)(a).
136. Id. art. 2(2)(b).
137. Id. art. 2(3).
138. Id. For example, the UK has arguably adopted a definition for harassment that is more
narrow than what is set forth in the Race Directive. See Lizzie Barnes, Constitutional and
ConceptualComplexities in UK Implementation of the EUHarassmentProvisions,36 INDUS. L.J.
446, 452 (2007).
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were required to take measures to eliminate racial discrimination by July
2003.39
Given the breadth of the Race Directive, the basis for such action,
Article 13 EC, appears to be an excellent candidate for the EU to utilize
to take action to eliminate spectator racism. In fact, if the Race Directive
were broadly interpreted, spectator racist acts would almost certainly
already constitute unlawful discrimination under the Race Directive.
Therefore, because the Race Directive has been applied by the ECJ in its
jurisprudence, it seems reasonable to conclude that if the EU were to adopt
a similar anti-discrimination provision, it would have the competence to
do so under Article 13 EC.
C. European Convention on Human Rights
Alternatively, the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)
could theoretically serve as the basis for EU action. The ECHR was0
originally signed in 1950 under the authority of the Council of Europe.14
Designed to provide international protection for human rights, the
Convention has since been ratified by 47 European countries, including all
of the Member States of the EU.14 1 In pertinent part, Article 14 of the
ECHR states that the rights and freedoms set forth in the Convention
cannot be abridged based on any type of discrimination, including racial
discrimination.' 42
Despite the presence of this promising language, the ECHR's ability
to serve as a basis for a Community anti-racism instrument is limited for
three reasons. First, the Convention does not recognize a right to
employment. 143 Therefore, acts of discrimination that affect a person's
ability to work do not appear to be covered by the ECHR. Second,
although all of the countries comprising the EU have signed the ECHR,
the EU itself has not signed or ratified the document.'" Furthermore, the
ECJ has held that the EU does not have competence to accede to the

139. Council Directive 2000/43/, art. 16, 2000 O.J. (L 180) 22, 26 (EC).
140. European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), http://europa.eu/scadplus/glossary/
eu human rights_convention en.htm (last visited Oct. 12, 2008).
141. Council of Europe, Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, http://conventions.coe int/Treaty/Commun/ChercheSig.asp?NT=005&CM=&DF=&CL
=ENG (listing the 47 countries that have ratified the ECHR) (last visited Oct. 12, 2008).
142. ECHR art. 14, supra note 100.
143. See generally id.
144. See Kumm & Comella, supra note 125, at 486.
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Convention.' 45 This is significant because if the EU is not able to accede
to the ECHR, it does not have the ability to rely on its provisions as a basis
for enacting laws pertaining to human rights.146 Finally, even if the EU
were able to accede to the ECHR, the ECHR by itself may not be capable
of serving as a platform for positive action in the absence of a European
Court of Human Rights (CHR) decision requiring it to do so."' Given the
fact that the CHR only hears complaints related to the ECHR,'48 and that
the ECHR does not cover the right to work,'4 9 the chances of the CHR
handing down a decision protecting the right to work seem highly
unlikely. Therefore, if the ECHR can only serve as the basis for positive
action following a case in the CHR, the ECHR's utility with respect to this
problem is nearly non-existent.
Although the ECHR cannot serve as the basis for Community action,
it may still have persuasive value. While the EU cannot accede to the
ECHR, the Treaty of Amsterdam calls for Member States to respect
fundamental rights as laid out in the ECHR."' Therefore, while an antiracism provision could not be based on the ECHR, the ECHR is
nevertheless indicative of the Community's willingness to take the action
necessary to protect human rights, and could potentially be used to
persuade the opponents of any anti-racism action that such action would
be consistent with the ideas behind the EU.
D. Charterof FundamentalRights
Building offthe momentum from the 50th anniversary ofthe enactment
of the ECHR, the EU revisited its treatment of fundamental rights when
a number of individual countries signed the Charter of Fundamental Rights
(ECFR) in December 2000.15' The ECFR differs from the ECHR in two

145. See Opinion 2/94, Opinion Pursuant to Article 228(6) of the EC Treaty, 1996 E.C.R. I1759.
146. See id.
147. See Damira Kamchibekova, State Responsibility for ExtraterritorialHuman Rights
Violations, 13 BUFF. HUM. RTS. L. REv. 87, 97 (2007).
148. See Jason N.E. Varubas, One Person Can Make a Difference: An Individual Petition
SystemforInternationalEnvironmentalLaw,3. N.Z.J. PUB. & INT'LL. 329,331 (2005) (explaining
that the CHR only hears complains based on the ECHR).
149. See ECHR, supra note 100 (detailing the rights protected, but including no provision
creating an affirmative right to work).
150. Id.
151. JUSTICE & HOME AFF., EuR. COMM'N, THE CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF THE
EU: ALL PERSONAL, CIVIL, POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL RIGHTS IN ONE SIMPLE TEXT,

http://www.ec.europa.eu/justicehome/fsj/ rights/charter/fsj rights charter en.htm [hereinafter
CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF THE EU] (last visited Sept. 16, 2008).
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significant ways. First, unlike the ECHR, which was adopted by the
Council of Europe, the ECFR was promulgated by the EU, which has
fewer members than the Council of Europe.' 52 Second, the ECFR
constitutes a significant expansion in human rights protection over the
ECHR, in that the ECFR provides greater protection for the civil,
economic, political and social rights of EU residents.' 53
The ECFR explicitly prohibits all racial discrimination. 5 And because
the ECFR was incorporated into the draft constitution, which has since
been signed by all of the heads of the Member States, 155 it could
theoretically provide the basis of an EU spectator anti-racism provision.
Until the provisions incorporated in the Constitutional Treaty are deemed
legally effective via ratification by each of the Member States, however,
the ECFR, like the ECHR,
can only be used in a persuasive, rather than
56
1
manner.
substantive
V. THEsIs: WHAT EU ACTION SHOULD LOOK LIKE?

Absent a limiting provision in the treaty article providing the basis for
the action, the EU can produce a wide range of secondary legislation to
effectuate its goals. There are two major types of secondary legislation:
regulations and directives. Regulations are generally applicable, and are
binding in their entirety on all Member States. 157 In contrast, directives set
goals for the Member States to which they are addressed, but leave the
exact method for achieving those goals to the discretion of the Member
States themselves. 5 Therefore, while regulations are immediately grafted
into each individual country's law, directives allow each individual nation
to select the best way to achieve a goal for itself. Because soccer's
organizing bodies have failed to eliminate the problem of fan racism
despite "trying" to do so for a number of years, the ideal way to handle
this issue would be for the EU to pass a regulation mandating stiff penalties
for spectator racism. The requirement of unanimous agreement' 59 for
measures based on Article 13 EC, however, renders this possibility extremely

152. Id.
153. Id.
154. Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union art. 21(1), 2000 O.J. (C 364) 1.
155. Ingolf Pernice, Integratingthe Charterof FundamentalRights into the Constitution of
the European Union: Practicaland TheoreticalPropositions, 10 COLUM. J. EUR. L. 5, 5 (2003).
156. CHARTER OF FuNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF THE EU, supranote 151.
157. EC Treaty art. 249.
158. Id.
159. See supra text accompanying note 129.
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remote, since many countries like to retain as much control as possible over
the exact measures used to implement Community goals. 6 0 Therefore, any
EU action taken pursuant to this article will likely take the form of a
directive.
The Race Directive is a major EU anti-racism provision based on
Article 13 EC. In fact, the Race Directive, if broadly read, could be
interpreted as already prohibiting spectator racism. As a practical matter,
however, the Race Directive has had no effect on the expression of such
attitudes at soccer stadiums across Europe since its enactment in 2000.
This suggests that the Race Directive has been unable to address this
problem, and that some type of additional measure- one that is focused
specifically on spectator racism- is required to effectively police spectator
racism.
Because the validity of its provisions have never been challenged in the
ECJ, 16 ' it would seem reasonable to assume that an EU directive on
spectator racism, although different, could look very much like the Race
Directive and be legally acceptable. In fact, it might even be possible to
amend the Race Directive to reach the problems of spectator racism. As
a practical matter, however, the EU should probably promulgate a separate
directive as opposed to amending the Race Directive. This is the case
because dealing with spectator racism seems to require more intrusive
intervention than was necessary to deal with racism generally under the
Race Directive. For example, reports have suggested that the Race
Directive has been very effective despite the fact that "harassment" can be
62
defined in accordance with the law of an individual Member State;1
however, to reach spectator behavior and to make the clubs liable for such
behavior, the definition of harassment would have to be broadened
considerably to ensure spectator behavior and club liability for such
behavior come within the purview of the directive's prohibition. In other
words, amending the Race Directive to reflect the broader definition of
harassment that would be required to stymie spectator racism is simply
unnecessary for the Race Directive to be effective. Therefore, because the
principle of proportionality requires that the EU take action only when it
is absolutely necessary, a separate directive, which broadens the definition

160. See Neil S. Siegel, CommandeeringandIts Alternatives: A FederalismPerspective, 59
VAND. L. REv. 1629, 1658 (2006) (noting that "member states tend to prefer directives to

regulations").
161. In fact, this provision has only been referenced in four judgments published in the
Official Journal since its enactment in 2000. See http://curia.europa.eu/jurisp/cgibin/form.pl?lang=en to search for ECJ case law (last visited Oct. 13, 2008).
162. See infra notes 180-83 and accompanying text.
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of harassment only with respect to fan racism, may be more desirable than
an amendment that affects provisions related to racism generally.'63
The Race Directive has been effective despite the fact that it does not
establish the maximum penalties for violation of the directive, instead
choosing to leave all questions regarding penalties to the discretion of the
Member States. Again, the Race Directive appears to have been successful
despite its use of a hands-off approach with respect to penalties; for
soccer, however, one of the major problems with the current enforcement
scheme is that the penalties available to the national associations are
simply not severe enough to encourage clubs to root out racist behavior
amongst their fans. Therefore, while setting higher maximum penalties
appears necessary in soccer, similar amendments to the Race Directive, at
least thus far, appear unnecessary. In other words, the amendments that
would be required to allow the Race Directive to effectively police
spectator behavior would broaden the directive's reach well beyond what
is necessary for the provision to reach its general goals, and again may
make the Race Directive a poor candidate for amendment.
Although amending the Race Directive would probably be a poor idea,
many of the provisions of a new directive would likely mirror some
aspects of the Race Directive. For example, the proposed directive would
also likely begin with a purpose statement. In short, the proposed
directive's purpose statement would explain that its purpose is to lay a
framework for combating racism in soccer as expressed by spectators
before, during and after matches, with a view toward effectuating the
principle of equal treatment. Then, the Council could explain that the
principle of equal treatment requires the elimination of all acts of racism
or discrimination in soccer stadiums.
In addition, the proposed directive, like the Race Directive, should
carefully define the scope of its authority. In the proposed directive, the
EU should broadly construe the substantive reach of the directive by
applying it to all spectators, teams and national associations playing or
organizing professional soccer within the EU, which is the widest scope
possible. Unfortunately, limiting the scope in this way will prevent the EU
from reaching much of the most virulent racism taking place in Eastern
Europe, as many of the countries with the most offensive fans are not yet
Member States and are therefore not subject to EU law."6 Since many of
those countries have expressed interest in joining the EU,'6 5 however, the

163. See infra Part VI.B.
164. See Beautiful Game Turned Ugly, supra note 1. Much of the worst spectator racism
occurs in Eastern Europe, where few countries have had the opportunity to join the EU.
165. At various points, a number of Eastern European countries with serious spectator racism
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fact that the EU has taken such action may encourage those countries to
voluntarily comply.'66
Furthermore, given the complicated nature of this problem, the
Member States should be given up to three years to adopt the provisions
necessary to comply with the proposed directive, just as they were when
the Race Directive's prohibition on discrimination was enacted.
Obviously, if an individual country wanted to comply more quickly, it
would have the option to do so; but as many commentators have noted,
spectator racism is a problem caused by a number of factors.'67 Therefore,
the Member States, in conjunction with UEFA, the national associations
and the clubs, will likely need a period of time during which they can try
any number of tactics to eliminate this problem without having to fear
incurring EU sanctions. Therefore, it may be wise to provide a short grace
period, in which the Member States can determine which anti-racism
measures work best, and allow them to implement those measures before
compliance with the directive is required.
Although any Council action would likely be similar to the Race
Directive in a number of ways, the proposed directive should also differ
from the Race Directive in order to target its effects to the problem of
spectator racism. For example, the new directive should adopt a broader
definition of the term "harassment" and make the revised definition a floor
under which no Member State can go below. In the Race Directive,
"harassment" is defined as conduct that violates the dignity of a person or
creates a hostile, degrading or offensive environment.'68 This definition
appears broad enough to encompass acts of spectator racism. The last

problems have expressed a desire to join the EU. See, e.g., Croatia'sEUHopes: IEP'sto Vote in
Strasbourg on State of Play, EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, Apr. 17, 2007, http://www.europarl.
europa.eu/news/public/story_page/030-5248-106-04-16-903-20070412ST005232-2007-16-042007/defaulten.htm (detailing Croatia's hopes of joining the EU); EU Opens Entry Talks with
Turkey, CNN.cOM, Oct. 4, 2005, http://www.cnn.com/2005/WORLD/europe/10/03/eu.
turkeytalks/index.html (detailing Turkey's efforts to join the EU); Ukraine Wants to Join EU While
Preserving Ties with Russia. Kuchma, EUBuSINESS.COM, May 17, 2003, http://www.eubusiness.
com/Ukraine/1 10410 (detailing the statement ofthe Ukrainian President); YugoslaviaAims to Join
EU, CNN.cOM, Nov. 15, 2000, http://archives.cnn.com/2000/WORLD/europe/1 1/15/yugoslavia.
eu/index.html (reporting the remarks of Yugoslavian President Kostuncia).
166. See Ryan Moshell, And Then There Was One: The Outlookfor a Self-Regulatory United
States Amidst a Global Trend TowardComprehensiveDataProtection,37 TEX. TECH. L. REv. 357,
364 n.57 (explaining that in the field of data protection, many of the aspiring EU members in
Eastern Europe adopted laws based on EU legislation, despite the fact that they were not bound to
do so).
167. See EuropeanUnionDistressedby Pre-World Cup Racism, supranote 11 (blaming mass
immigration and inexperience dealing with blacks as some of the causes of spectator racism).
168. Council Directive 2000/43, art. 2, 3, 2000 O.J. (L 180) 22,24.
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sentence of the definition provides, however, that Member States may use
their own definition in lieu of the EU standard. This raises the possibility
that a state could adopt a more narrow definition, and therefore eviscerate
the protection intended by the directive.' 69 In order to prevent Member
States from adopting a lower standard, the new directive should adopt
most of the Race Directive's definition of harassment. It should remove
the exception that allows the term to be defined in accordance with the law
of the Member States.
Additionally, the Council should add a provision that explains that the
failure of a club to eliminate spectator racism is considered harassment by
the club, and therefore constitutes unlawful discrimination and subjects the
club to punishment. This clarification is necessary because it ensures that
clubs will be held responsible for the failure of their fans to act in an
appropriate manner. As a matter of policy, attributing the racist acts of a
team's fans to the team itself is reasonable because UEFA has traditionally
held teams accountable for their fans' racist behavior. Furthermore,
holding a team accountable is an appropriate measure because it will
encourage the clubs, who make a great deal of money selling tickets to
fans, to behave more responsibly when determining who to sell to.
Lastly, the proposed directive should permit the Member States to
impose stiff criminal penalties on teams that fail to comply with the
directive."' As explained above, the current system, in which the national
associations and UEFA have been left with the authority to impose
penalties, has led to punishments that are laughable at best. Therefore, the
proposed directive should suggest that Member States use their general
powers of governance to themselves punish teams and national
associations that do not eliminate spectator racism.
Under the current system, the penalties that teams currently incur for
racist fan behavior have been imposed by the national associations or
UEFA,'71 so the possibility of governmental sanctions would certainly be
a significant change. There is no mechanism, however, to make an EU
directive require an organization such as UEFA to adopt higher maximum
penalties because directives are addressed to the Member States.' 72 Given
that the Member States are generally required to transpose its obligations
into national law, however, it is only reasonable to allow the same national

169. CHALMERS ET AL., supra note 84, at 901-02.
170. Again, the Member States would not necessarily have to impose stiffer penalties, but they
would be allowed to do so under the directive.
171. See supra text accompanying notes 21-25.
172. CHALMERS ET AL., supra note 84, at 133.
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governments to impose penalties on teams and fans that behave
inappropriately.
While it might seem counter-intuitive to establish higher maximums
rather than a higher minimum penalty, doing so will finally allow more
significant fines to be imposed.1 73 Interestingly, there is no section in the
Race Directive that enumerates the maximum penalties available for
violation. There is, however, a precedent for such action in the anti-racism
area. The EU recently enacted a separate measure that enumerates the
maximum allowable penalty for people who intentionally incite others to
commit racial violence.174 This suggests that the EU could properly take
similar action with respect to the penalties for spectator racism. Therefore,
like the EU's recent action to prevent the incitement of racial incidents, I
would introduce a penalty system which would provide a range of
maximum penalties for teams whose fans behave in a racist manner.
Furthermore, with respect to the exact contents of a discipline system,
the EU should propose a progressive system. In other words, the maximum
penalty that can be imposed for a violation of the directive should increase
with each successive violation, with additional increases possible
depending on the severity of the incident. For a first offense, Member
States should be able to individually ban offending fans for up to five
years, fine the offending club up to the equivalent of five games' gate
receipts, and require stadium closure for up to three games; for each
successive offense, another decade can be added to the fan's ban, and
another game's gate receipts or ground closure can be assessed to the
team. Looking at each component individually, a ban is an effective tool
because it allows the removal of an offending fan from soccer stadiums for
an extended period of time, whereby he or she will no longer be capable
of inciting spectator racism inside the stadium. 7 5 Also, by increasing the
amount that clubs can be fined, many teams will now have the financial
motivation that may be required for them to root out racist fans. This is
especially appropriate because one of each team's primary sources of

173. See, e.g., Racism Punished,THE TIMES (London), Nov. 9, 2005, at 83 (explaining that
the maximum fine that the Spanish soccer federation could impose on a team with racist fans was
just E6000).
174. See Press Release, Council of the European Union, Framework Decision on Racism and
Xenophobia (Apr. 19,2007), http://www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cmsData/docs/pressData/
en/misc/93739.pdf (requiring the Member States to ensure that racist conduct is "punishable by
criminal penalties of a maximum of at least between 1 and 3 years of imprisonment.").
175. See FootballBan Orders Take Effect, BBC NEwS, Aug. 29, 2006, http://news.bbc.co.uk/
1/hi/scotland/5293288.stm (recounting the quotes of Scottish Justice Minister Cathy Jamieson
following the enactment of a new rule allowing the police to ban fans for up to ten years for
behaving inappropriately).
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income comes from ticket sales. In assessing these fines, however, it is
important to recognize that different teams have different size fan bases
and therefore, different abilities to pay; in other words, rather than fining
teams in absolute monetary figures, the amount of a team's fine should be
based on the average per game gate receipts of the offending team.
Similarly, by allowing the closure of an offending team's stadium, the
directive will provide yet another powerful incentive for teams to comply.
This seems appropriate in an era where some teams make more than $5
million every time that their stadium opens for a game. 7 6 Thus, teams will
have an incredible financial incentive, in addition to paying fines, to
comply with the anti-discrimination requirement.
VI. POTENTIAL OBJECTIONS TO THIS PLAN

Although an EU anti-spectator racism directive would appear to have
a sound legal foundation, critics of the directive could theoretically object
for at least three major reasons. In short, critics could argue that the
directive violates the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality, both
of which are formal limits on EU action. Furthermore, UEFA and the
national associations could argue that while the EU may technically have
the legal authority to take this action, as a policy matter it should not
because EU authorities have traditionally deferred to sports organizations
on a number of matters. However, all three of these objections are unlikely
to be persuasive.
A. Principleof Subsidiarity
In recognition of the fact that the EU is a body of limited legislative
competence, Article 5 of the EC provides that the EU should take action
only when doing so is consistent with the principle of subsidiarity. ' The
principle of subsidiarity requires that the Community take action only
when the objectives of the proposed action cannot sufficiently be achieved
by the Member States, and when the scale of the effects of the proposed
action can be better achieved by Community action.' Therefore, one
potential objection to the proposed directive is that such action would

176. Stadium Move Boosts ArsenalFigures,SKYNEWS, Sept. 24,2007, http://news.sky.com/
skynews/article/0,,30400-1285410,00.html (noting that Arsenal takes in "an average of 3. Im per
game").
177. EC Treaty art. 5.
178. Id.
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violate the principle of subsidiarity because effective measures could be
taken at the national level.
Practical experience, however, explains that the Member States (as
well as UEFA and the national associations) have not dealt with this
problem adequately. Extensive accounts of the racial abuse inflicted upon
minority players appear as far back as the 1970s. 179 Therefore, assuming
that UEFA and the national associations have been paying attention to
what happens at the games they organize, soccer's current governing
structure has had knowledge of this problem for over thirty years, yet the
problem persists. This suggests that the current scheme, in which national
authorities are left with complete discretion to punish such behavior, is
incapable of providing the protection of basic human dignity that the EU
and its corresponding treaties require. In contrast, in areas where the EU
has acted to reduce racial discrimination outside of sport, its efforts appear
to have been quite effective. 8 ° Therefore, it appears reasonable to
conclude that the EU may provide an effective means to combat spectator
racism that the Member States are simply incapable of equaling.
Furthermore, the evidence in areas where the EU has acted suggests
that its action in the area of racial discrimination have been quite effective.
For example, the above-mentioned Racial Equality Directive required
Member States to enact domestic legislation by the end of 2006.8 In
looking at the effects of Member State compliance, the study found that
after the enactment of harmonizing measures, nearly every country
experienced a significant increase in the number of racist crimes, which
could suggest that countries are more willing to take action to combat such
behavior.'82 Furthermore, the report suggested that those countries which
had taken stronger measures to implement the EU's requirements, such as
the provision for a special racial adjudication body, were far more likely
to have effective sanctions against racism.'83 Therefore, this report

179. See GARLAND & ROWE, supra note 62, at 38-44.
180. EUR. UNION AGENCY FOR FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS, REPORT ON RACISM AND XENOPHOBIA

INTHE MEMBER STATES OF THE EU 123-24 (2007), http://fra.europa.eu/fra/material/pub/racism/
report racism_0807_en.pdf [hereinafter EUAFR]. In looking at the effects of the Race Directive,
this study found that after the Member States enacted harmonizing measures, nearly every country
experienced a significant increase in the number of racist crimes, which could suggest that countries
are more willing to take action to combat such behavior. Id. Furthermore, the report suggested that
the countries which had taken stronger measures to implement the EU's requirements, such as the
provision for a special racial adjudication body, were far more likely to have effective sanctions
against racism. Id.
181. Id. at 19.
182. Id. at 123-24.
183. Id. at 38.
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suggests that action at the EU level may provide a useful way to combat
racism that cannot be achieved by the Member States alone.
B. Principleof Proportionality
Protocol 30 of the Treaty of Amsterdam provides that Community
measures should leave as much scope for national decision as possible, so
long as it can leave discretion to the Member States while ensuring that the
requirements of the Treaty are met.'84 In other words, when there is a
choice between several appropriate measures recourse must be had to the
least onerous, and the disadvantages caused must not be disproportionate
to the aims pursued.' 85 Therefore, a challenger to this proposed directive
could argue that it does not meet the requirements for the principle of
proportionality on three grounds: that the measure is not suitable to
achieve a legitimate goal, that the measure is not necessary to achieve that
18 6
goal, and that the measure has an excessive effect on other interests.
With respect to the first complaint, eliminating crowd racism is a
legitimate goal for the EU to undertake, as in recent years, it has made the
protection of human rights one of its most fundamental goals.187 In fact, it
is difficult to imagine a goal that is more legitimate for the EU to
undertake than to eliminate racism, given its history of human rights
protection. 188
Furthermore, as mentioned in the previous section, the proposed
directive is absolutely necessary to prevent additional racist acts. In the
absence of EU legislation, neither UEFA nor the national associations
have taken effective steps toward eliminating fan racist behavior. Given
the success of the EU's other efforts to stop racism, however, it appears
likely that the EU may be capable of taking such action in an effective
manner.
The proposed directive is consistent with the principle of
proportionality because it does not have an excessive effect on the private
interests of UEFA or the national associations. By adopting a directive as
opposed to a regulation, the Member States will retain the ability to
establish comprehensive anti-racism programs that best serve their own,

184. Treaty of Amsterdam protocol 30, supra note 16.
185. Case C-331/88, R v. Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food exparte Fedesa, 1990
E.C.R. 1-4023.
186. CHALMERS ET AL., supra note 84, at 449.
187. See Elizabeth F. Defeis, Human Rights andtheEuropean Union: Who Decides?Possible
Conflicts Between the European Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights, 19
DICK. J. INT'L L. 301, 302 (2001).
188. See generally supra note 16 and accompanying text.
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individual needs. And although the Member States, at least in the eyes of
the EU, will be responsible for implementing measures to eliminate fan
racism, as a practical matter, since most countries have allowed their
national associations to govern almost all other aspects of soccer, one
would expect the national associations to work with the Member States to
formulate their anti-racism plan. In other words, because the directive does
not require the government to authorize a certain type of penalty in all
situations, national associations and UEFA could still potentially have a
say in the penalties that the Member States will choose to assess for racist
behavior. Furthermore, nothing in the directive prohibits UEFA or the
national associations from imposing fines of their own; therefore, their
own discretion in this matter will not be limited at all. Finally, by giving
Member States three years to determine which anti-racism measures will
be most effective, both UEFA and the national associations will have a
great deal of time in which to persuade the Member States to use its
preferred methods to achieve the EU's goal. Therefore, although soccer's
governing bodies will no longer have complete control over the game, they
will still have a sufficient opportunity to protect their interests.
C. Other Objectionsfrom UEFA/NationalAssociations
In the fallout from Bosman, European soccer authorities loudly voiced
their displeasure with the EU's willingness to interfere with soccer-related
affairs. In fact, for more than one year after the Bosman decision, UEFA
refused to amend its rules to comport with the ECJ's decision.189 UEFA's
reaction to the ECJ decision reflected a constant theme underlying its
attitude toward the EU: that JEFA should have control over European
football, and that the EU should leave it alone to do so.190 Therefore, it
would not be unreasonable to believe that UEFA would lobby against any
EU action designed to limit its discretion in soccer-related matters.
In the decade since the Bosman decision, however, UEFA's stance
toward the EU has softened considerably, particularly with regard to
matters related to spectator racism. For example, in 2003, UEFA opened
an office in Brussels in order to facilitate its ability to work with the EU

189. See Lindsey Valaine Briggs, UEFA v. The European Community: Attempts of the
Governing Body of European Soccer to Circumvent EU Freedom of Movement and
AntidiscriminationLabor Law, 6 CHI. J. INT'L L. 439, 447-48 (2005).
190. See Gianni Infantino, Meca-Medina: A Step Backwards for the European Sports Model
and the Specificity of Sport? (2006), http://www.uefa.com/multimediafiles/download/uefa/
keytopics/48040 1_download.pdf(explaining that UEFA's position on the holding in this case was
not that sport should be "above the law," as had been contended in the past).
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on all matters related to soccer, including racism. ' Furthermore, in 2005,
when the European Parliament was considering whether to pass its
resolution regarding racism in soccer, UEFA made a public statement
indicating it intended to support the tougher penalties suggested in the
declaration. 9 2 In 2007, Jonathan Hill, who serves as UEFA's delegate to
the EU, publicly suggested that UEFA should work with the EU to
eliminate spectator racism. 93
' In other words, while UEFA often resists EU
intervention in sport, it might actually be willing to accept EU intervention
to help deal with this problem. Therefore, this directive could meet
minimal resistance, or perhaps even garner support, from UEFA.
VII. CONCLUSION
Spectator racism, despite the continuing efforts of European soccer's
governing bodies, remains a serious problem. Over the past few years,
however, the EU has taken steps toward enacting legislation to combat this
problem. With the publication of the 2007 White Paper on Sport, it
actually seems poised to do so. Although this is not an area in which the
EU has traditionally acted, its current jurisprudence on discrimination
suggests that it has the power to adopt a measure that would require
Member States to adopt measures designed to eliminate crowd racism.
Furthermore, given that the EU has committed itself to protecting basic
human rights, it would be necessary and appropriate for the EU to take
action, particularly when Member States have not been able to adequately
address this problem. Therefore, the EU should take steps to address
spectator racism before it further tarnishes the sport and again make soccer
enjoyable for all.

191. See UEFA Opens on EU Doorstep, BBC SPORT, Nov. 26, 2003, http://www.
sportbusiness.com/news/153234/uefa-opens-on-eu-doorstep.
192. UEFA Backs New EUAnti-Racism Law, BBC SPORT, Nov. 30, 2005, http://news.bbc.co.
uk/sportl/hi/football/africa/4485282.stm.
193. Jonathan Hill, UEFA, Research Lecture at Loughborough University 3 (Mar. 21,2007)
(transcript available at www-staff.lboro.ac.uk/-euojd/Jonathan%20Hiil%20at%20Loughborough
%20University/o2OMarch%202007.doc).
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